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Abstract
We give a simple alternative proof of the representation theorem of all genus two 3-manifolds by a 6-parameter family of integers,
due to Casali and Grasselli (see [M.R. Casali, A catalogue of the genus two 3-manifolds, Atti. Sem. Mat. Fis. Univ. Modena 37
(1989) 207–236]; [M.R. Casali, L. Grasselli, 2-Symmetric crystallizations and 2-fold branched coverings of S3, Discrete Math. 87
(1991) 9–22]). Our approach is different from that of the quoted papers, and it is based on the concept of extended Heegaard diagram.
This permits to obtain new topological meanings of the arithmetic conditions which the parameters must satisfy for representing
closed manifolds. Some applications and results on some homology spheres of genus 2 complete the paper.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Colored graphs
Colored graphs (and crystallizations—a special class of them) constitute a nice combinatorial approach to the
topology and combinatorics of piecewise linear (PL) manifolds.A lot of information on this graphical representation of
manifolds can be found in the survey papers (and their references) [1,5,7,11,13,17,25,37]. The graphs, considered in the
theory, can have multiple edges but no loops. Here we recall some deﬁnitions and results, necessary to make the present
paper self-contained. An (n + 1)-colored graph is a pair (G, c), where G = (V (G),E(G)) is a connected multigraph
(without loops) regular of degree n+ 1, and c : E(G) → n ={0, 1, . . . , n} is an edge-coloring such that c(e) = c(f )
for any pair e and f of adjacent edges of G. If G has no multiple edge (i.e., it is a genuine graph), then (G, c) is also
called simple. Every (n + 1)-colored graph (G, c) determines an n-dimensional polyhedron |G| as follows. For each
vertex v of G, consider an n-simplex n(v) and label its vertices by n. If v and w are joined in G by an i-colored edge,
i ∈ n, then identify the (n− 1)-faces of n(v) and n(w) opposite to the vertex labelled by i, so that equally labelled
vertices coincide. We say that (G, c) represents a closed connected PL n-manifold M if |G| is PL homeomorphic to M.
For eachB ⊂ n, let GB denote the partial subgraph of G deﬁned by (V (G), c−1(B)); each connected component of
GB is called aB-residue. Let gB denote the number ofB-residues in G. For each color i ∈ n, we set
∧
i =n\{i}. Then
(G, c) is said to be contracted if G∧
i
is connected, for each i ∈ n. A crystallization is a contracted (n + 1)-colored
graph which represents a closed connected PL n-manifold. A well-known theorem of Pezzana [27,28] states that every
closed connected PL n-manifold can be represented by a crystallization. Namely, the graph is determined by taking the
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1-skeleton of a cellular subdivision, dual to a suitable triangulation (actually, a pseudocomplex in the sense of [20, p.
49]) which is minimal with respect to the number of vertices. Then we label the dual of each (n − 1)-simplex by the
vertex it does not contain (for more details see the quoted papers). Of course, there are many different colored graphs (in
particular, crystallizations) which represent the same manifold. But these graphs must be related by a ﬁnite sequence of
certain elementary moves, called cancelling and/or adding dipoles (see [16]). More precisely, a subgraph of (G, c),
formed by two vertices v and w, joined by k edges (1kn) with colors i1, i2, . . . , ik ∈ n is called a dipole of type k
if v and w belong to distinct connected components of Gn\{i1,i2,...,ik}. Cancellingmeans the following: delete v and
w together with the k edges joining them, and paste the pairs of dangling edges of the same color.Adding is simply the
inverse process.As proved by Ferri and Gagliardi in [16], two crystallizations represent PL homeomorphic manifolds if
and only if one can be transformed into the other by a ﬁnite sequence of cancelling and/or adding dipoles. Thus, closed
connected PL manifolds, up to PL homeomorphisms, one-to-one correspond to crystallizations, up to dipole moves.
In particular, every topological invariant of such manifolds can be directly deduced from their crystallizations, via a
graph-theoretical algorithm. For instance, a presentation of the fundamental group 1(M) of a closed connected PL
n-manifold M can be obtained from a crystallization (G, c) of M as follows. Choose two colors i and j inn, and denote
by x1, . . . , xr the connected components, but one, of Gn\{i,j} (the missing component can be chosen arbitrarily). The
connected components of G{i,j} are simple cycles with edges alternatively colored by i and j. If M is a closed surface
(n = 2), let y1 be the unique cycle, as above. If n> 2, denote by y1, . . . , ys these cycles, but one arbitrarily chosen,
and ﬁx an orientation and a starting point for each of them. For each cycle y, compose the word w on generators
x1, . . . , xr by the following rules. Follow the chosen orientation starting from the ﬁxed vertex, and write consecutively
every generator you meet with exponent +1 or −1 according to i or j being the color of the edge by which you run
into the generator. Then 1(M) has a ﬁnite presentation with generators x1, . . . , xr and relators w1, . . . , ws . Finally,
we recall that a (co)homology theory for colored graphs (and crystallizations) was developed in [12].
2. Heegaard diagrams
In dimension 3 crystallizations are not much different from the combinatorial representation of closed connected
3-manifolds via Heegaard diagrams. Except the coloring of its edges, a crystallization of a closed 3-manifold M turns
out to be an extended Heegaard diagram of M in the sense of [26,33]. Recall that a Heegaard splitting of a closed
connected orientable 3-manifold M is a pair (V ,W) of homeomorphic orientable compact cubes with handles such that
M =V ∪W and V ∩W = V = W (see for example [18,29]). The closed connected orientable surface F = V = W
is called the Heegaard surface of the splitting (V ,W) of M. A classical theorem of Heegaard states that every closed
connected orientable 3-manifold M admits a Heegaard splitting. This splitting can be constructed as follows. Consider
the 1-skeleton of a simplicial triangulation of M and deﬁne V as a regular neighborhood of it. Then we set W to be the
closure of the complement of V in M. The Heegaard genus (or, brieﬂy, the genus) g(M) of M is the smallest integer g
such that M has a Heegaard surface of genus g. Given a splitting (V ,W) of M, letD1, . . . , Dg be a collection of pairwise
disjoint properly embedded discs in W which cut W into a 3-cell. The pairwise disjoint simple closed curves wi = Di
cut F = W into a 2-sphere with 2g holes. We say that w = {w1, . . . ,wg} is a set of meridians of the handlebody W .
Let v={v1, . . . , vg} be a set of meridians of the handlebody V . Then the triple (F, v,w) is called a Heegaard diagram
associated with the splitting (V ,W) of M (or, brieﬂy, a Heegaard diagram of M). The diagram can be drawn in a plane
by ﬂattening the above 2-sphere with 2g holes (whose quotient space is F). In this case, a set of meridians can be
re-obtained by identifying in pairs the boundaries of the holes, while the other one gives rise to a set of pairwise disjoint
simple arcs connecting the boundaries of the holes. The construction produces a planar graph (together with a pairing
of the holes) which completely represents the manifold M in the sense that M can be recovered from it (for details see
for example [18, Chapter 5]). Of course, there exist many different Heegaard diagrams representing the same manifold.
The equivalence problem was solved by Singer in [32]: two different Heegaard diagrams of the same 3-manifold are
related by a ﬁnite sequence of certain elementary moves (and/or their inverses), called Singer’s moves. The ﬁrst move
changes the orientation on a curve of the diagram (F, v,w) or shifts a curve by isotopy. The second move substitutes a
curve wi of w with a curve w′i after a light shifting to make w′i disjoint to wk , for i = k. The curve w′i is obtained by a
connected sum of the curveswi andwk . This operation is deﬁned similarly for the set of meridians v. The last move adds
a trivial (i.e., unknotted) handle and a trivial curve to the diagram. It follows that Heegaard diagrams (up to Singer’s
moves) give an adequate representation of the closed connected orientable 3-manifolds in the sense that all invariants of
the represented manifolds can be obtained from their diagrams via graph-theoretical algorithms. In particular, there is
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a bijection between the class of Heegaard diagrams representing closed orientable 3-manifolds (up to Singer’s moves)
and the class of crystallizations encoding them (up to dipole moves). More precisely, let (G, c) be a crystallization of
a closed connected orientable 3-manifold M. Then we can draw (in the plane) a Heegaard diagram of M by deleting
from each subgraph G{i,j} and G{h,k} a connected component (arbitrarily chosen), where 3 = {i, j, h, k} is the set of
colors of G (see [28]). Conversely, it was described in [10] a very fast construction to obtain a 4-colored graph (and
whence a crystallization) representing a closed connected orientable 3-manifold from a Heegaard diagram of it.
3. Three-manifolds of genus 2
It is well known that all closed connected orientable 3-manifolds of genus 2 can be represented by crystallizations
uniquely deﬁned by 6-tuples of integers satisfying simple arithmetic conditions (see [8]). This allows to obtain a
catalogue (with repetitions) of such manifolds by means of a computer program [6]. The homeomorphism classiﬁcation
problem of these manifolds consists in determining when different 6-tuples represent the same manifold. Certain
equivalence relations deﬁned on 6-tuples which preserve the associated 3-manifold were studied in [19,23]. These
equivalences provide an approximation of the homeomorphism classiﬁcation problem which, however, remains still
open.
In this section, we deal again with the representation of all genus two 3-manifolds by a 6-parameter family of integers.
Our goal is to give a new simple proof of this representation theorem, ﬁrst obtained by Casali and Grasselli in [8] (see
also [6]). Our approach is different from that of the quoted papers, and it is based on the concept of extended Heegaard
diagram. This permits to obtain new topological meanings of the arithmetic conditions which the parameters must
satisfy for representing closed manifolds. Applications on some homology spheres of genus 2 will be given in the next
section.
Let (m0,m1,m2) be a triple of natural numbers. Let ni = mi+1 + mi+2, where the subscripts are taken (here and
later) modulo 3. Consider a 3-ball B with distinguished discs D0, D1, D2 ⊂ B. Join Di with Di+1by mi+2 disjoint
arcs. Denote by A(m0,m1,m2) the union of these arcs. Then ni is the number of endpoints of arcs in Di . We can
always assume that the endpoints of arcs are uniformly placed on Di so that they decompose Di into a set of arcs of
equal length. Let (B ′,D′0,D′1,D′2) be another copy of (B,D0,D1,D2). Choose a triple (h0, h1, h2) of integers such
that 0hi <ni , for i ∈ Z3. Glue the balls B and B ′ together, via identiﬁcations Di → D′i , i ∈ Z3, by rotation of
an angle (2hi)/ni . The identiﬁcations take endpoints of arcs in Di to endpoints of arcs in D′i . We get a genus 2
handlebody V with a collection C of simple closed curves on V . Here C results from the gluing of A(m0,m1,m2)
with its copyA′(m0,m1,m2). The pair (V ,C) is called an extended Heegaard diagram (in the sense of [26,33]), written
H = H(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2), if C consists of three pairwise disjoint closed simple curves which decompose V
into discs with two holes. The corresponding 3-manifold M =M(H) is obtained from the diagram H by attaching three
handles of index 2 along the curves of C, and then ﬁlling the two boundary 2-spheres by 3-balls. Note that if we take
the boundary curves of any two of the three discs D0, D1, D2, and take any two curves of C, we get a usual Heegaard
diagram of the manifold M, as deﬁned in Section 2.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the 6-tuple (m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2) determines an extended Heegaard diagram. Then the
following arithmetic conditions hold:
(1) m0 ≡ m1 ≡ m2 (mod 2);
(2) h0 ≡ h1 ≡ h2 (mod 2); and
(3) mi ≡ hi + 1 (mod 2) for every i ∈ Z3.
Proof. (1). Since C bounds an orientable surface  (discs with two holes) in V , any closed curve in V should
intersectC at an even number of points. It follows that ni =mi+1 +mi+2 (that equals the number of intersection points
of Di with C) is even. Therefore, all mi’s have the same parity.
(2). Color  with black color and the complement of  in V with white color. The coloring induces a white–black
coloring of the regions onto which the arcs ofA(m0,m1,m2) andA′(m0,m1,m2) decompose B\∪Di and B ′\∪D′i ,
respectively. There are four 6-sided regions and a lot of 4-sided regions. If some hi and hj , i = j , had different parity,
then the black regions should be switched to white ones when passing through either Di = D′i or Dj = D′j . But
this is impossible since V is orientable.
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(3). We have four logical possibilities for the parities of mi and hi , i ∈ Z3:
(a) mi are even and hi are even;
(b) mi are even and hi are odd;
(c) mi are odd and hi are even;
(d) mi are odd and hi are odd.
Case (a) is impossible since if all mi and hi were even, then all four 6-sided regions would have the same color
which contradicts the assumption that C decomposes V into discs with two holes. Case (d) is impossible since in this
situation the union of the black regions would be a union of tori with a hole and few annuli. Therefore, only cases (b)
and (c) are possible, and so (3) of the statement follows. 
Remark. If the above conditions (1)–(3) hold, then the curves of the extendedHeegaard diagramH=(V ,C)decompose
V into two discs with two holes and an even number of annuli.
Let C = A(m0,m1,m2) ∪ A′(m0,m1,m2) be the collection of curves on V obtained by gluing B with B ′ via
identiﬁcations of Di with D′i by rotation of an angle (2hi)/ni . Here we do not assume that (V ,C) is an extended
Heegaard diagram. Denote by G = G(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2) the graph whose vertex set V (G) is formed by the
intersection points of D0 ∪ D1 ∪ D2 with C, and whose edge set E(G) is formed by the arcs lying on D0 ∪
D1 ∪ D2 ∪C and connecting vertices of G. An edge-coloring c = c(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2) of G by colors in 3 is
called admissible if it satisﬁes the following conditions. At any vertex of G meets edges of all four colors. The arcs on
D0 ∪ D1 ∪ D2 are alternatively colored by two colors (say, 0 and 1). The arcs of C are colored by the other two
colors 2 and 3. The boundary of any region in V is colored by two colors.
Theorem 2. If the graph G = G(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2), constructed above, has an admissible edge-coloring c =
c(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2), then the following arithmetic conditions hold:
(1) m0 ≡ m1 ≡ m2 (mod 2); and
(2) h0 ≡ h1 ≡ h2 (mod 2).
Proof. (1). The natural number ni = mi+1 + mi+2 should be even since otherwise Di does not admit an alternating
edge-coloring with colors 0 and 1. Hence all mi’s have the same parity.
(2). If hi and hj , i = j , had different parities, then the sides of a 6-sided region would be colored by three colors,
which is impossible. 
We may conclude that the difference between Theorems 1 and 2 consists in condition (3) of Theorem 1. If it does not
hold, we get a 4-colored graph presentation of a compact 3-manifold with two tori on its boundary (or, equivalently,
a closed three-dimensional pseudo-manifold in the sense of [20] with two singular points; each singular point has a
regular neighborhood which is a cone over a torus). So, to have a spherical boundary (and whence a closed 3-manifold
by capping off the boundary 2-spheres with 3-cells) we must require the validity of condition (3).
An effective construction of the 4-colored graph G starting from a given 6-tuple (m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2) can be
done as follows. Consider three circles C0, C1 and C2 cyclically placed in the plane in a clockwise order. Let ni be
the number of vertices of Ci , where ni = mi+1 + mi+2 is even, i ∈ Z3. For convenience, one can always assume
that n0n1n2. Label the vertices of C0, C1 and C2 (according to a clockwise orientation of the circles) by the set
of numbers {0, 1, . . . , n0 − 1}, {n0, n0 + 1, . . . , n0 + n1 − 1} and {n0 + n1, n0 + n1 + 1, . . . , n0 + n1 + n2 − 1},
respectively. There are exactly mi = (ni+1 + ni+2 − ni)/2 parallel 2-colored edges which connect Ci+1 with Ci+2
(subscripts modulo 3). Color the edges of the circlesCi by colors 0 and 1, alternatively, so that the edges 〈0, 1〉 ∈ E(C0),
〈n0, n0 + 1〉 ∈ E(C1) and 〈n0 + n1, n0 + n1 + 1〉 ∈ E(C2) are colored by 0. Join the vertex r of C0 to the vertex
n0 + n1 − r − 1 of C1 by a 2-colored edge, for every r = 0, 1, . . . , m2 − 1. Join the vertex n0 + n1 + s of C2 to the
vertex n0 − 1 − s of C0 by a 2-colored edge, for every s = 0, 1, . . . , m1 − 1. Join the vertex n0 + t of C1 to the vertex
n0 + n1 + n2 − 1 − t of C2 by a 2-colored edge, for every t = 0, 1, . . . , m0 − 1. Let h0, h1, h2 be three non-negative
integers such that 0hi <ni , i ∈ Z3. Join the vertex h0 of C0 to the vertex n0 +h1 −1 of C1 by a 3-colored edge. Join
the vertex n0 + h1 of C1 to the vertex n0 + n1 + h2 − 1 of C2 by a 3-colored edge. Join the vertex n0 + n1 + h2 of C2
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to the vertex h0 − 1 of C0 by a 3-colored edge. Then complete the 4-edge-coloring c of G in the unique way so that G∧
2
is planar, and there are exactly mi 3-colored edges joining Ci+1 and Ci+2, i ∈ Z3. We get a correct edge-coloring of
the graph if and only if the 6-tuple of parameters satisﬁes the conditions of Theorem 1. From now on, we shall always
assume notation and labels involved in the construction above.
If we glue 2-cells to the graph along the 2-colored cycles, we get a special spine S = S(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2) of
a compact 3-manifold M, i.e., S is a two-dimensional subpolyhedron such that M\(open 3-cell) collapses onto it. The
union of all cells, except those bordered by {0, 1}- and {2, 3}-colored cycles, is a closed orientable surface F of genus
2. If we add to it the 2-cells bordered by {0, 1}-colored cycles, we get a spine of the twice punctured handlebody of
genus 2. The remaining part of the boundary of M may consist of
(a) two 2-spheres;
(b) more than two 2-spheres;
(c) one torus and some number of 2-spheres; or
(d) two tori and some number of 2-spheres.
Only in case (a) we have a crystallization of a closed connected orientable 3-manifold. Contemporarily, we get a
Heegaard splitting of genus 2 of the same manifold. We claim that case (a) is veriﬁed if and only if there are exactly
three {2, 3}-colored curves, and among them there are no separating and parallel curves. This can be expressed by
arithmetic conditions on the graph as follows.
Theorem 3. Let G be the graph constructed above starting from a given 6-tuple of integers (m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2).
ThenG is a (possibly,non-contracted) 4-colored graph if andonly if the parameters satisfy conditions (1)–(3)ofTheorem
1. If so, then G represents a closed connected orientable 3-manifold M of genus 2 if and only if g{2,3} = g∧
0
+ g∧
1
+ 1.
In particular, G is a bipartite graph. Moreover, G is a crystallization of M if and only if g{2,3} = 3, that is, G contains
exactly three cycles colored by 2 and 3.
Proof. It remains only to prove the second and the third sentence. Of course, G is a simple graph of valency 4 and
order n = n0 + n1 + n2. By construction, we have g{0,1} = 3 and g∧
2
= g∧
3
= 1. Since the cubic subgraph G∧
2
is planar,
it represents the standard 2-sphere. Computing the Euler characteristic yields
2 = (|G∧
2
|) = g{0,1} + g{0,3} + g{1,3} − 3n2 + n
= 3 + g{0,3} + g{1,3} − n2 ,
hence
g{0,3} + g{1,3} = n2 − 1.
Similarly, G∧
3
is a 3-colored graph representing the 2-sphere, so we obtain
g{0,2} + g{1,2} = n2 − 1.
Now G represents a closed connected 3-manifold M(|G|) if and only if the Euler characteristic of |G| is zero (this
is a well-known criterion due to Seifert; see [31]). Thus we have
0 = (|G|) =
3∑
i=0
g∧
i
−
∑
i,j∈3, i<j
g{i,j} + 4n2 − n
= 2 + g∧
0
+ g∧
1
−
[
3 + 2
(n
2
− 1
)
+ g{2,3}
]
+ n
= 1 + g∧
0
+ g∧
1
− g{2,3}
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hence g{2,3} = g∧
0
+ g∧
1
+ 1, as requested. Finally, G is a crystallization if and only if g∧
0
= g∧
1
= 1 if and only
if g{2,3} = 3. 
Theorems 1–3 give an alternative simple proof of the 6-parameter description of all 3-manifolds of genus 2, due to
Casali and Grasselli [6,8] (see also [19, Section 4]). Moreover, any genus 2 Heegaard diagram can be obtained by the
above construction. We remark that our numbers mi and hi , i ∈ Z3, were denoted by hi and qi , respectively, in the
quoted papers.
Viro’s theorem (i.e., every closed connected orientable 3-manifold of genus 2 is a 2-fold covering of S3 branched
over a 3-bridge link) and a theorem of Birman and Hilden [4] (i.e. any genus 2 Heegaard diagram is 2-symmetric
with respect to the rotation of the Heegaard surface with six ﬁxed points), which implies easily Viro’s result, are direct
corollaries of the last part of Theorem 3. A further alternative proof of this theorem was given in [36].
Finally, we remark that there exists another 5-parameter family which enumerates (with repetitions) all genus 2
Heegaard diagrams, due to Ochiai (see for example [18, Chapter 5, p. 137] and [21]). There is an interesting connection
between the 6-parameter family and the 5-parameter family of Ochiai. In fact, the reason for the additional parameter
is that it is needed to determine the exact position of the third curve in an extended Heegaard diagram of genus 2. From
the other side, it means that many 6-parameter diagrams, which represent the same manifold, differ only by a position
of the third curve.
4. Some homology spheres of genus 2
In this section we collect some informations (old and new) on certain classes of ﬁbered homology 3-spheres of genus
2. In particular, we describe nice graphical representations of such manifolds.
Let mi = and hi =−1, i ∈ Z3, where  is odd and coprime with 3, hence =6p±1, for p1. Then the 4-colored
graph G(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2) of order 6 coincides with the Lins–Mandel graphS(3, ,  − 1, 1) deﬁned in [25]
(see also [9]). So Proposition 2 and Corollary 2(a) of [14] (see also [8, p. 221]) directly imply the next result (we give
a simple proof of it according to our construction).
Theorem 4. For  = 6p ± 1, p1, the 4-colored graph G(, , ,  − 1,  − 1,  − 1) is a crystallization which
represents the 2-fold covering of S3 branched over the torus knot T (, 3). This manifold is homeomorphic to the
ﬁbered homology 3-sphere M of genus 2 deﬁned by the Seifert invariants (O 0 o : −1 (2, 1) (3, 1) (6p ± 1, p)).
Proof. The 6-tuple of the statement satisﬁes the arithmetic conditions in Section 3, so it deﬁnes a crystallization,
denoted brieﬂy G. Let  : V (G) → V (G) be the involution which reﬂects each vertex of Ci , i ∈ Z3, through the
diameter ai joining the vertices (2i + 1)− 1 and(2i + 2)− 1 in Fig. 1. Then  is an involutory automorphism of the
graph G which interchanges 0-colored (resp. 2-colored) edges with 1-colored (resp. 3-colored) edges. By [15, p. 273],
G represents the 2-fold covering of the 3-sphere branched over a 3-bridge knot or link. This can be easily obtained
from G by using the algorithm given in [15], and it is drawn in Fig. 2. One can immediately see that the diagram in
Fig. 2 is a planar projection of the torus knot T (, 3), where  = 6p ± 1, p1. In fact, it wraps  times around the
longitude and three times around the meridian of the torus. 
Let x, y and z denote the {0, 1}-colored cycles Ci of G. Then x and y are generators of the fundamental group of
|G|M (here we set z = 1). To determine the relators of 1(M) we have to consider the {2, 3}-colored cycles, but
one, of G. Walking around them and following the rules described in Section 1 we get
Theorem 5. The fundamental group of the genus 2 ﬁbered homology 3-sphere M, =6p±1, p1, admits the cyclic
presentation (of order 2):
1(M6p−1) = 〈x, y : x−1yx−1[y−1, x]p−1y−1x2y−1[x−1, y]p−1 = 1,
y−1xy−1[x−1, y]p−1x−1y2x−1[y−1, x]p−1 = 1〉,
1(M6p+1) = 〈x, y : y[x−1, y−1]p[x, y−1]p = 1, x[y−1, x−1]p[y, x−1]p = 1〉,
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Fig. 1. The crystallization G(, , , − 1, − 1, − 1) representing the genus 2 homology 3-sphere M = (O 0 o : −1 (2, 1) (3, 1) (6p ± 1, p)),
 = 6p ± 1, p1, as 2-fold branched covering of the torus knot T (, 3).
where [a, b] = aba−1b−1. Moreover, these presentations are geometric since they arise from 2-symmetric Heegaard
diagrams (of genus 2) of the represented manifolds.
Examples. For p = 1, M6p−1 = M5 is the classical Poincaré homology 3-sphere deﬁned by the Seifert invariants
(O 0 o : −1 (2, 1) (3, 1) (5, 1)). A geometric cyclic presentation of 1(M5) is given by
1(M5) = 〈x, y : x−1yx−1y−1x2y−1 = 1, y−1xy−1x−1y2x−1 = 1〉,
which is obviously isomorphic to the binary icosahedral group of order 120 presented by 〈u, v : u3 = (vu)2 = v5〉.
To see this, we set u = x2y−1 and v = xy−1 with inverse relations x = uv−1 and y = v−1uv−1. The crystallization
G(5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 4) of order 30 represents M5 as 2-fold covering of S3 branched over the torus knot T (5, 3) (see also
[29, p. 309]). For p = 1, M6p+1 = M7 is the ﬁbered homology 3-sphere deﬁned by the Seifert invariants (O 0 o :
−1 (2, 1) (3, 1) (7, 1)). A geometric cyclic presentation of 1(M7) is given by
1(M7) = 〈x, y : yx−1y−1xyxy−1x−1y = 1, xy−1x−1yxyx−1y−1x = 1〉,
which is isomorphic to the binary polyhedral group of inﬁnite order presented by 〈a, b : a3 = (ab)2 = b7〉. To see
this, we set a = y−1x−1y(y−1x−1)3 and b = y−1x−1 with inverse relations x = b2a−1b and y = b−1ab−3. The
crystallization G(7, 7, 7, 6, 6, 6) of order 42 represents M7 as 2-fold covering of S3 branched over the torus knot
T (7, 3). This manifold was considered by Takahashi in [35, p. 94].
Let m0 = m1 = 5, m2 = 2 − 5, h0 = h1 = 2 − 6 and h2 = 6, where  = 6p ± 1, p1. Then the 4-colored graph
G(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2) of order 4 + 10 coincides with the crystallization constructed in [22, p. 58]. So Theorems
2 and 3 and Corollary 1 of [22, pp. 59–60] directly imply the next result (we give a sketch of the proof according to
our construction).
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Fig. 2. The torus knot T (, 3),  = 6p ± 1, p1.
Theorem 6. The 4-colored graph G(5, 5, 2−5, 2−6, 2−6, 6), where =6p±1, p1, is a crystallization which
represents the 2-fold covering of the 3-sphere branched over the knot K depicted in Fig. 4. This manifold is again
homeomorphic to the ﬁbered homology sphere M of Theorem 4. For 7, the knot K is not equivalent to the torus
knot T (, 3).
For  = 5, the knot K5 is precisely the torus knot T (5, 3). The knot K7 is just the knot considered in [35, p. 97]. As
shown in [35, p. 98], the Alexander polynomial of K7 is t10 − t9 + t7 − t6 + t5 − t4 + t3 − t + 1 while the Alexander
polynomial of T (7, 3) is t12 − t11 + t9 − t8 + t6 − t4 + t3 − t + 1.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 6. The 6-tuple of the statement satisﬁes the arithmetic conditions in Section 3, so it
deﬁnes a crystallization, denoted brieﬂy 	 (assume 7). Let 
 : V (	) → V (	) be the involution which reﬂects
each vertex of Ci , i ∈ Z3, through the diameter ai depicted in Fig. 3. Then 
 is an involutory automorphism of 	
which interchanges 0-colored (resp. 2-colored) edges with 1-colored (resp. 3-colored) edges. The ﬁxed points of 

are the vertices h0 − = − 6 and h0 = 2− 6 of C0, the vertices n0 = 2 and n0 + n1 − − 1= 3− 1 of C1, and the
vertices n0 + n1 = 4 and n0 + n1 + h2 − 1 = 4+ 5 of C2. By [15], 	 represents the 2-fold covering of the 3-sphere
branched over the knot K drawn in Fig. 4. For 7, the knot K is not equivalent to the torus knot T (, 3). In fact,
the genus of T (, 3) is  − 1 while the genus of K is at most  − 2 as proved in [22, Theorem 3, p. 59]. However, the
inequivalent Heegaard splittings arising from the crystallizations of Theorems 4 and 6 are shown to become equivalent
after one stabilization for 7, so they represents the same manifold (see [22, Theorem 4, p. 60]). 
Some of the previous results have been generalized in [3] to the inﬁnite family of prime ﬁbered homology 3-spheres
M,m of genus 2 deﬁned by the Seifert invariants (O 0 o : −1 (2, 1) (m, ) (, )), where m and  are coprime,
3m< and ,  are integers such that −m+2+2m=±1. These manifolds are 2-fold coverings of the 3-sphere
branched over the torus knot T (,m). Furthermore, M,m is the 2-fold covering of the 3-sphere branched over the
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Fig. 3. The crystallizationG(5, 5, 2−5, 2−6, 2−6, 6) representing the genus 2 homology 3-sphereM=(O 0 o : −1 (2, 1) (3, 1) (6p±1, p)),
 = 6p ± 17, as 2-fold branched covering of the knot K in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. The 3-bridge knot K which is not equivalent to the torus knot T (, 3), 7.
Montesinos knot m(−1; 12 ; m ;  ) where any fraction represents the corresponding rational tangle (see for example
[24]). This knot is not equivalent to T (,m) for m> 3 since it has bridge index 3 while T (,m) has bridge index m
(see [3]). Nice Heegaard diagrams of genus 2 for these homology spheres were constructed in [34]. The diagrams induce
the geometric presentations 〈x, y : xm = (xy)2 = y〉 of the fundamental groups. Applying the algorithm in [10] to
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such Heegaard diagrams, one can immediately construct 6-parameter 4-colored graphs (and hence crystallizations of
genus 2) of the above homology spheres. Another method is to draw a 3-bridge planar projections of the Montesinos
knots, and then apply the algorithm in [15] (see also [34]).
To complete the section we discuss a computational result. It is well known that there is an algorithm for deciding
whether or not a closed orientable 3-manifold of genus 2 is the 3-sphere (see [18, Chapter 6], and [21]). As a conse-
quence, the genus 2 Poincaré Conjecture is true. The arithmetic conditions in Section 3 have been used for a computer
enumeration (containing as small number of duplicates as possible) of 6-tuples giving crystallizations. The program has
been written in language C (ANSI Standard) by Meschiari and implemented on a personal computer. Other electroni-
cally produced lists of closed 3-manifolds of genus 2 were obtained in [6,23]. Our computer output contains 2-generator
2-relator presentations for the fundamental groups of such manifolds (as well as the list obtained in [6]). This permits to
recognize among them the 6-tuples (and the corresponding crystallizations) representing homology spheres. By above,
one can eliminate from the computer output of genus 2 homology spheres those having trivial fundamental groups
(since they are genuine 3-spheres). After that, we have patiently veriﬁed that all the remaining homology spheres of
genus 2 represented by crystallizations of type G(m0,m1,m2, h0, h1, h2), up to order 50, are Seifert ﬁbered of type
M for 7. The determination of the hyperbolic homology spheres represented by our crystallizations of minimum
order is still an open problem. We remark, for example, that (1/n)-surgeries on the ﬁgure-eight knot produce inﬁnitely
many hyperbolic homology 3-spheres of genus 2. A catalogue of all homology spheres of genus 2 (with repetitions)
encoded by our crystallizations, of order at most 100, is available (here we do not include it for its length). Different
constructions of closed orientable 3-manifolds (in particular, homology 3-spheres) of genus 2 which are obtained from
polytopes by pairwise identiﬁcation of their faces can be found for example in [2,30,34]. For a description of the actions
of ﬁnite groups on the homology 3-spheres of genus 2 we refer to [38].
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